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COMM.SS!():tIlill

April 12, 2011

Senator Thomas Saviello, Senate Chair
Representative James Hamper, House Chair
Joint Standing Committee on Environment and Natural Reso urces
Cross Oftice Building, Room 2 16
Augusta, Maine 04333-003
Public Law Chapter 208; Resolve. Regarding Legislative Review a/Portions a/Section J 0:
Stream Crossillgs within Chapter 305 Permit by Rule Standards. a Major Substantive Rille 0/
the Department 0/Environmental Protection

Re:

Senator Saviello, Representative Hamper and Members of the Committee of the Joint Com mittee on
Environment and Natural Resources :
We are writing to report baek to the Joint Standing Committee on Environment and Natural Resources
on the activities we have undertaken with regard to Resolve Chapter 208. [n this Rcsolve, the 1241h
Legislature directed the DEP to promulgate and implement rules for ncw stream crossings under the
Natural Resources l'rotection Act (NRPA) that would require crossings to span 120% of the measured
stream channel width . In add ition the DEP, DOT, and other state resource agencies were charged with
crafting proposed regulations for replacement crossings in consultation with stakeho lders.
Our staff has briefed us on the work that was undeltaken over the past year 011 this Resolve and we
make the fo llowing recommendations:
•

•
•

Pel' the Governor's Executive Order [09 FY 11/12 AN ORDER TO IMPROVE REVffiW OF
THE RULEMAKJNG PROCESS], not proceed with NRPA rulemaking for standards for new
crossings;
Commence work on a Statewide Aquatic Restoration Plan for stream crossings; and
At the co nclusion of preparation of a Statewide Aquatic Restoration Plan, reassess appropriate
standards for new crossings and replacement crossings.

Beginning the summer of201 0, staff of DEP, DOT, DMR, and IFW plaiUled and implemented a series
of field visits in coordination with the Maine Chapter of the American Public Works Association and
the Maine Municipal Association in order to eva luate as wide range of stream crossings. These visits
were attended by a number of stakeho lders and were designed to allow on-the-ground discussion in an
informal sett ing regarding how the 120% bankfull standard proposed for new crossings would affect
culvert replacement activities, as well as di scuss those situations that warranted exceptions or waivers
from all or some of the proposed standards.
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The field trips were as follows:
• June 8 - YarmoLlth, Cape El izabeth, and Topsham. - 25 attendees
• June 14 - Auburn. - 15 attendees
• June 22 - Augusta - 10 attendees
• June 24 - Brewer - 25 attendees
In an attempt to help inform the field visits, a simple survey was distributcd to towns in order to
detennine how much culvert installation, replacement, or maintenance activity was occurring in
different areas. Unfortunately, there was only a minimal response to the infonn ation request.
Subsequent to the field visits, the Department cOllvened a group of stakeholders for a series offive
mcetings held in the Augusta area. Meeting dates were July 22nd, August 4'h, October 25''', November
19'h, November 30'h and December 17'h.
The stakeho lder conversations were detailed and candid and brought out a range of ideas and concerns
that allowed the parties to better understand the issues presented on all sides. The state agencies
worked as staff to these meetings and developed a concept proposal with the aim of developing a
consensus position for replacement crossings.
The proposal was guided by several general principals that had been put forward by various
stakeholders. They were:
• Create a rule standard that was simple to implement;
• Allow as much work as possible to occur via exemption;
• Use pennit-by-rule to authorize specific circumstances that could 1)0t practically meet
standards; and
• Evaluate the cost of any proposed rule standard.
The DOT, using several data sets collected by the various stakeholders, created a simplified sizing
methodology that proposed cu lvert sizing cou ld be determined by using just the measured stream
channel width. This methodology, which assumed that crossings would be large enough to pass either
a 50 or IOO-year sta nn , was discussed at length and did yield crossing sizes less than the 120% of
bankfull width in a number of situations. In addition there were a number of discussions about
embedding cu lverts in the stream bottom in ordcr to ensure fish passage. It is commonly accepted by
stream biologists that having an exposed stream bottom, or rocks and substrate within the culvert is
necessary for fish passage.
In !Iddition to the discussions about pat1icular standards and pClmitting requirements, the DOT funded
a contract with the University of Southem Maine's Environmenta l Finance Center to eva lu ate the costs
of compliance with a 120% ban.kfull width standard. The Center's staff compil ed a databasc of severa l
hundred actual crossings which were used to eva luate a number of different proposed standards'
material costs wi th considerable accuracy. The report was not able however to evaluate installation
costs given the wide varicty of site specific conditions which would need to be evaluated. The
Center's staff attended the stakeholder meetings and repOlted out to the group on two occasions about
their work. The draft report was given a comment pcriod at the end ofthc stakeholder process to
capture any reactions or comments from the group.
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We are happy to present the findings of the repOli in as much detail as is useful for the committee. The
report's findings describe materials and other factors considered in determining the cost increases for
the 120% bankfull standard. There was some other analysis performed by the Center regarding the
alternative sizing methodology proposed by DOT and the state agencies but it was not included in the
scope of its contract and is not included in the report. The additional analysis, although not in report
form, can be provided if deemed necessary.
At the end of the stakeholder meetings there was not consensus as to what standards should be used for
replacement crossings and whether there should be a statutory change to the NRP A in order to
implement something other than the current standard requiring crossings provide for "natural stream
flow." We are certain that the various stakeholders would be interested in discussing their perspectives
with you directly.
All of the information discussed at the stakeholders meetings, including the USM Environmental
Finance Center report is available at:
http://www.maine.goV/deplblwg/rulesINRP Al2011/stream crossings/
For reference, a copy of Resolve Chapter 208 is attached to this report.
We look forward to discussing this report and our proposed course of action with you at your
convemence.
~rs sincerely"

I fl

/~0/JJw

Patricia W. Aho, Deputy Commissioner

cc: Darryl Brown, Commissioner

RESOLVE Chapter 208, LD 1725, 124th Maine State Legislature
Resolve, Regarding Legislative Review of Portions of Section 10: Stream Crossings within Chapter 305
Permit by Rule Standards, a Major Substantive Rule of the Department of Environmental Protection

PLEASE NOTE: Legislative Information cannot perform research, provide legal
advice, or interpret Maine law. For legal assistance, please contact a qualified attorney.

Resolve, Regarding Legislative Review of Portions of Section 10:
Stream Crossings within Chapter 305 Permit by Rule Standards, a
Major Substantive Rule of the Department of Environmental Protection

Sec. 1 Adoption. Resolved: That [mal adoption of portions of Section 10: Stream Crossings
within Chapter 305 Permit by Rule Standards, a provisionally adopted major substantive rule of the
Department of Environmental Protection that has been submitted to the Legislature for review pursuant
to the Maine Revised Statutes, Title 5, chapter 375, subchapter 2A, is authorized only as it applies to
the construction of new stream crossings undertaken on or after the effective date of this resolve; and
be it further

Sec. 2 Department review and report; rulemaking. Resolved: That the Department
of Environmental Protection, with the Department of Transportation, the Department of Inland Fisheries
and Wildlife and the Department of Marine Resources, referred to in this section as "the departments,"
shall conduct a series of meetings with municipal public works officials to provide training, information
and opportunities to evaluate stream crossings subject to the requirements of the rule approved pursuant
to section 1 and stream crossings in existence on the effective date of this resolve that may be subject to
rules adopted pursuant to this section. The meetings must be held in locations around the State sufficient
to provide for widespread participation by municipal officials and must provide opportunities for field
work for the departments and municipal officials to examine specific crossing examples. The Department
of Environmental Protection shall adopt major substantive rules in accordance with Public Law 2009,
chapter 460, sections 3 and 4 regarding stream crossings in existence on the effective date ofthis resolve
and shall submit the provisionally adopted rules to the Legislature by January 1,2011 for review by the
j oint standing committee of the Legislature having jurisdiction over natural resources matters. By January
5,2011, the Department of Environmental Protection and the Department of Transportation shall report
to the joint standing committee of the Legislature having jurisdiction over natural resources matters on
the outreach and field work activities undertaken by the departments and on the impact of the rule.
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ABSTRACT
This report looks at the potential financial impact of LD 1725 on the estimated 30,000
stream crossings in the State of Maine that would be affected by the law. Our research for
this report included the analysis of nearly 2000 stream crossings and the data collection
necessary for the development of extensive stream crossing replacement cost models. We
found that the 1.2 bankfull requirements in LD 1725 would result in a 175% - 325%
increase in structure widths for stream crossing projects across the state. An upsize of this
magnitude would increase the cost of replacing stream crossings statewide by $230 - $474
million over the next twenty years. As written, LD 1725 does not provide the funding
mechanisms to finance the substantial additional costs that municipalities and state
agencies will face.

BACKGROUND
"LD 1725: Resolve, Regarding Legislative Review of Portions of Section 10: Stream
Crossings within Chapter 305 Permit by Rule Standards, a Major Substantive Rule of the
Department of Environmental Protection" was considered during the second regular
session of the 124th Maine Legislature. The measure presented provisionally adopted rules
by the Department of Environmental Protection (D EP). The rule as proposed modified
Section 10, Stream Crossings, of Chapter 305, Permit by Rule, to define the "natural stream
flow" provision included in two Natural Resources Protection Act (NRPA) exemptions
during the prior legislative session. Exemption language required that a standard of
"natural stream flow" be met when maintaining, repairing, or replacing an existing stream
crossing.
The proposed rule specified that to maintain "natural stream flow" a crossing structure
must be at least 1.2 times the natural bankfull width of the stream and include a natural
stream bed (Le., either an embedded or "bottomless" structure). If an existing crossing
could not meet the 1.2 bankfull sizing through maintenance, rehabilitation, or replacement,
it would not be eligible to be completed under the NRPA exemption and therefore would
require permitting. Currently the rule language is in effect only for new structures because
the Legislature remanded the discussion on its application to existing structures back to
DEP for further stakeholder discussion and potential revision. As drafted, the 1.2 bankfull
requirements in LD 1725 would result in a 175% - 325% increase in structure widths for
stream crossing projects.

PURPOSE
The purpose of this document is to present a financial impact analysis of LD 1725 for
stream crossing replacements in the state of Maine. This analysis was conducted by the
New England Environmental Finance Center (EFC), in coordination with the Maine
Department of Transportation (MaineDOT), DEP, and state, nongovernmental, and local
stakeholders. All documentation supporting this analysis is publicly available and located
on the EFC website (http://efc.muskie.usm.maine.edu/index.html).
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METHODOLOGY
Stream Crossing Data

A complete assessment of the financial impact of LD 1725 statewide requires an accurate
count of the stream crossings that would be affected by the new rule. Unfortunately, no
single municipality or agency in the state of Maine maintains an accurate and complete
inventory of stream crossings for their jurisdictions. Although a large amount of
information for statewide stream crossings has been collected, the quality and content of
the data varies tremendously. Of the data records available, a majority contain only basic
information such as location and structure description, and lack any relevant data required
to calculate the cost impact of LD 1725 (such as stream bankfull width or structure
diameter.) Most of the data collected has been by towns, state agencies, consultants,
environmental groups, and volunteers. These organizations often use incompatible
measurement techniques that make comparative analysis of the data difficult.
In the absence of an accurate and complete dataset from which the physical characteristics
and a total overall tally of roadway stream crossings for the state of Maine could be
obtained we were forced to rely on a simple estimate. A widely accepted estimate for the
total number of perennial stream crossing in the state of Maine stands at 35,000 with as
many as 5,000 of these crossings possibly being exempted from the rule due to a variety of
conditions including location on either U.S. Forest Service or private property. The actual
number of stream crossings in the State of Maine is likely much higher than this because
current estimates generally exclude intermittent and seasonal streams which likely
number in the thousands. Lacking a scientifically derived total stream crossing count, we
have assumed the total number of stream crossing which will be affected by LD1725 to be a
very conservative 30,000.
The majority of these crossings were installed several decades ago using corrugated metal
pipe, which has a relatively short service lifespan of 20 to 40 years, and as a result many of
them will be requiring replacement in the immediate future. Previously, a failing structure
or pipe has been replaced in-kind using an identically sized structure made of the most
durable material on hand. However, during the intervening decades storm events that
impact stream flow have increased in both frequency and intensity, and the hydrological
methodologies for sizing culverts have changed in response. In addition, changes in land
use have resulted in more impervious area and groomed landscapes, increasing rates and
volumes of runoff previously attenuated by vegetation. Subsequently, many crossings that
may have been adequately sized 20 or 30 years ago will likely require a substantial upsize
when replaced to handle projected peak storm flows. Further challenges to the in-kind
replacement process include environmental and habitat concerns mandating maintenance
or restoration of natural stream flow as is prescribed in LD 1725 rule language.
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DATA COLLECTION
Scope

To quantify the statewide cost impact that will be incurred by complying with LD 1725 as
currently written, analysis was conducted on the relationship between stream bankfull
measurements and the width/diameter of nearly 2000 existing drainage structures found
across the state of Maine. Although a sample size of 2000 represents just 5% of the
estimated 30,000 crossings that would be affected by the rule statewide, the data was
scientifically gathered from mUltiple watersheds both urban and rural. The collection
methodology provides us with the level of accuracy required to make basic assumptions
about the remaining 28,000+ crossings. The collected data was sorted and organized by
structure width/diameter. The difference of diameter versus bankfull was calculated and
expressed as the percentage required to achieve 1.2x bankfull width. To estimate the
varying distribution of structure widths seen across the 30,000 stream crossings found in
Maine, the distribution ratios observed in our sample population were extrapolated
statewide. These relationships were distributed across four common size ranges, and can
be found in Table 1.1 below:
Table 1.1

vs. Average Upsize Requirement
AVG Upsize % to
Estimated # of
Structures Statewide
Achieve 1.2BF

Average Distribution

Structure Size
Range Distribution
0" - 47"
48" - 84"
85" - 120"
>120"

11,100
12,900
3,900
2,100

350%
300%
225%
170%

The data contained in Table 1.1 shows that smaller diameter structures (0" - 84") make up
nearly 80% of all stream crossings statewide and that these smaller structures will require
the greatest upsize (300% -350%) to achieve natural stream flow. In addition, the smaller
structures also face the greatest per-foot cost impact due largely to the exponential price
structure of pipe material (see Table 1.2 below). Market price data for pipe/structure
material was obtained from regional material vendors and used to calculate an average
price per foot (in 2010 dollars) for the most common pipe/structure diameters.
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Table 1.2
$550
$500
$450
$400
$350
$300
$250
$200
$150
$100
$50
$-

Plpe7Sfrudure Material Costs 6YDiameter

/

/

,
/
/'

"."
..,.."

12" 24"

3~ ''

---

36" oilS"

/'

".-

54" 60" 72" 84" 96" lOS" 120" 144" 168" 192" 216"

For example: a 36"diameter pipe costing $45 per·faot would likely be subject to an average upsize of350%
which would require the use afa 120" diameter pipe ata price af$2 75 per·foot - a 600% increase ill cost In
comparison, a 96" diam eter pipe costing $225 per-[oot would be subject to an average upsize of225% which
requires usillg a 216" diameter pipe wl.ich costs $515 per-[oot · just a little over 2x the cost

COST LIMITATIONS
Variables

A series of cost estimate models similar in format to an engineer's estimate were developed
in support of this assessment. In developing the models current material, labor and
equipment costs for the region were used and a limited set of site condition variables were
included. While the models provided some useful information about what the cost impact
ofLO 1725 would be to a typical culvert replacement in Maine, they were not able to
handle the abundance of variables that could be present in a real world culvert
replacement project. For examp le, construction costs for a rural culvert replacement
versus a cu lvert replacement in an urban environment can vary by as much as 50% due to
variables such as lane width, paving depth, traffic count and the presence of potentially
confl icting under ground utilities that may be in the construction zone.
Construction cost variables excluded from the models include: site conditions, roadway
characteristics (e.g. lane width, traffic level, etc), potential underground utility conflicts,
stream or habitat improvements, engineering costs, inspection costs, bidding costs,
administrative costs and finance costs. Maine's diverse geography and relatively
unbalanced distribution of population and development precluded the use of a model based construction cost estimate for evaluating the statewide financial impact that LO 1725
would have on the hundreds of towns and cities that replace thousands of culverts each
year. Inclusion of all eli gib le construction cost variables, particularly those carrying a high
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number of logistical variables, would significantly skew this study's cost data and result in
an unacceptable increase to the margin of errorl. Therefore, this financial impact
assessment is limited to projecting the increase of pipe material purchase price in response
to the diameter upsizing that will be required to achieve natural stream flow using the
proposed 1.2x bankfull width as a measurement standard.
STATEWIDE COST IMPACT
Projected Total Pipe Material Costs

To obtain a projected total cost of replacing the estimated 30,000 stream crossings
statewide, we have arranged the data that characterizes the relationship between existing
crossing structure size and 1.2x bankfull width projections into four categories based upon
pipe diameter ranges. Diameter size range distribution percentages that were observed in
our sample population were extrapolated to calculate the total number of crossings per
size range statewide. Total length of pipe per size range category was calculated by
multiplying an average structure length of 40 linear feet by the total number of estimated
crossings per size range category. Stream crossing replacements will occur incrementally
on an annual basis spanning an assumed 20 year replacement window. Projected cost
impacts as shown in Table 1.3 below depict the average difference in cost (cost increase)
that will result from applying the average percentage up size requirement to a given
pipe/structure size range. The average cost difference (increase) is expressed as a per-foot
cost, a per-pipe/structure cost (assuming 40ft. length) and a total statewide cost for each
size range distribution. The resulting overall total average material cost difference of
$344,760,000** represents costs to the project proponent for the purchase of
pipe/structure materials required to up size an estimated 30,000 crossings statewide to the
1.2x bankfull width. This figure is in addition to funding currently allocated for in-kind
culvert replacements.
Table 1.3
Projected Cost Impact for Pipe Material to Achieve 1.2x Bankfull*
AVG f... Total AVG f...
AVG
Total Statewide
Upsize Material
Material
AVG f... Material
Cost per
Culvert Size
%of
%to
Cost to
# of
Upsize 40' L Cost to Upsize
foot to
Range
Structures Structures Achieve
Upsize
40' LCulvert
1.2BF
Culvert
Distribution Statewide Statewide
$68,820,000
0" - 47"
11,100
350%
$155
$6,200
37%
$180,600,000
48" - 84"
12,900
300%
$14,000
43%
$350
$49,140,000
85" - 120"
3,900
225%
$12,600
13%
$315
$46,200,000
$22,000
2,100
170%
$550
>120"
7%
TOTAL AVG MATERIAL COST 11 $344,760,000**
* assumes 30,000 culverts statewide with average culvert length of 40 ft.

** costs are expressed in 2010 dollars using current material prices.
1

The construction cost estimates are available on [website] for review and download.
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It should also be pointed out again that the 30,000 crossings figure and the 40-foot length
figure are only estimates and as such are variable. Note that even a minor addition or
subtraction of value for either of these variables will result in a significant increase or
decrease to the total average material cost. For example: decreasing the total number
variable to 25,000 crossings and increasing the average length variable to 45 feet results in
a TOTAL AVG MATERIAL COST A of $323,212,500 or a savings of over twenty one million
dollars.
Tables 1.3a and 1.3b below represent the reasonable lower (N=20,000 and L=40 feet) and
upper (N=30,000 and L=55 feet) bounds of the total estimated average material cost
difference for culvert replacement under LD1725 in 2010 dollars. It is important to note
that whatever the actual statewide cost (range according to these estimates is $230 - $474
million), costs will not accrue immediately but over the course of roughly 20 years when
existing culverts are replaced. Nevertheless the annual financial requirements of the
proposed rule change are substantial; how to fund them becomes the next question.
Table 1.3a
Assumes lO,()(J() Culverts to Replace Statewide
Assumes Avg Length of 55 FT

:::::: :Tqt1\~#:: :::: : :: : :t~~~i(: ::

:::::::)@Q:;;::;:

»~O>:::

Culvert Size Range
Distribution

# of Cu Ive rts

0" - 47"
48" - 84"
85" - 120"
>120"

Statewide
7400
8600
2600
1400

AVG Upsize % AVG '" Material Cost Total AVG '" Material Cost
to Achive 1.ZBF
per foot to upsize
to Upsize per Culvert
350%
300%
225%
170"10

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
TOTAL AVG MATERIAL COST A $

155.00
350.00
315.00
550.00

$
$
$
$

Total Statewide AVG '"
Material Cost to Upsize

6,200.00
14,000.00
12,600.00
22,000.00

45,880,000.00
120,400,000.00
32,760,000.00
30,800,000.00

229,840,000.00

Table l.3b
Assumes 30,()(J() Culverts to Replace Statewide
Assumes Avg Length of 55 FT
:::::: iOTAt.:#:::::: :;:;:~e~gtti ::::
...........

;: ;;:: :jOQ®::: ;;:: :;:;;;;55;::::::
Culvert Size Range
Distribution

0"-47"

48" - 84"
85" -120"
>120"

# of Culverts

Statewide
11100
12900
3900
2100

AVG Upsize % AVG '" Material Cost Total AVG '" Material Cost
to Achive 1.2BF
per foot to upsize
to Upsize per Culvert
350"10
300%
225%
170%

$
$
$
$

155.00
350.00
315.00
550.00

Total Statewide AVG '"
Material Cost to Upsize

8,525.00
19,250.00
17,325.00
30,250.00

$
$
$
$

94,627,500.00
248,325,000.00
67,567,500.00
63,525,000.00

TOTAL AVG MATERIAL COST A

$

474,045,000.00

$
$
$
$
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Material Pricing Caveats
1. A small but not insignificant number of the existing structures represented within
the >120" distribution range are bridges which could be exempt from the upsizing
requirements. The lack of reliable data on statewide bridge infrastructure has
prevented us from accurately accounting for this possibility; therefore the figures
for that size range category may be overstated by as much as 15%
2. An unknown number of existing crossings have been replaced within the last decade
using HDPE pipe material. This pipe material has a service lifespan that places it
outside of our 20 year replacement study.

Permitting

As previously discussed, the 1.2x bankfull requirement proposed in LD 1725 will result in
crossing structure upsizing. This structure upsizing will impact the permitting process.
First, as it currently stands the proposed language requires that all new and/or
replacement crossing meet the 1.2x bankfull requirement. If a municipality or jurisdiction
cannot meet this requirement for any reason, they will be required to apply for a permit.
There are two distinct types of permits applicable to these crossings under the NRPA:
Permit-By-Rule or individual permit.
The application processes for these two permit types vary significantly in scope and
processing time. The majority oflocal municipalities and jurisdictions in Maine do not
currently maintain personnel equipped to process permit applications. Typically when a
project requires permitting, an engineering services firm will support the permitting
process as part of the overall cost incurred for a given project. For a breakdown of
estimated permitting costs by activity see Table 1.4.
Permit Pricing Caveats
1. These estimates represent approximate survey, design, permitting, and construction
administration fees. The capacity of an individual municipality to perform one of
more of these services may vary, which will have a direct correlation on the
estimated consultant's fee.

2. Due to the variation of individual characteristics associated with stream crossings,
these estimates may vary significantly on a case-by-case basis. The estimates have
been prepared to be generally representative of a minor and a major project.
3. For the purposes of this estimate a minor proj ect consists of a small stream
(potentially intermittent), could be spanned without the use of a bottomless s
culvert (recessing the invert of a culvert and filling appropriately with gravel), with
a relatively small watershed area, and qualifies for an NRPA Permit-By-Rule. This
project is anticipated to be small enough to be constructed by the Public
Works/Services Department located in the municipality of ownership.
9

4. For the purposes of these estimates, a major project consists of a large stream
channel (steady base flow and likely associated with a 100-year flood hazard area),
will require the use of a bottomless arch culvert or smaI1 bridge, associated with a
large watershed area, and will require a Individual NRPA Permit from the MDEP.
(Construction of the crossing will likely be performed by an outside contractor.)

Table 1.4
Minor Stream Crossing (NRPA - Permit
Task
Hydraulic Assessment
Hydrologic Assessment
Surveyor
Design/Detail
CAD Drafting
Project Management
Project Administration
Permit Fee

# of FTEs
Days
Cost/Day
Re uired Re uired
1
1
$900.00
1
1
$900.00
2
1
$1,000.00
1
1
$900.00
1
2
$600.00
1
1
$900.00
1
0.5
$450.00

Reimbursable (mileage,
postage, photocopies,
etc .. )

TOTALS
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7.5

TOTAL

$900.00
$900.00
$2,000.00
$900.00
$1,200.00
$900.00
$225.00
$65.00
$200.00
$7,290.00

Major Stream Crossing (NRPA Individual

Hydraulic Assessment
Hydrologic Assessment
Geotechnical
Investigation
Geotechnical Assessment
Structural Assessment
Surveyor
Design/Detail
CAD Drafting
Project Management
Project Administration
Construction Document
Preparation
Bidding and Construction
Administration
Periodic Construction
Inspection
Permit Fee

1
1
2

4
4
1

$900.00
$900.00
$2,000.00

$3,600.00
$3,600.00
$4,000.00

1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1

3
2
3
4
4
4
8
2

$900.00
$900.00
$1,000.00
$900.00
$600.00
$900.00
$450.00
$900.00

$2,700.00
$1,800.00
$6,000.00
$3,600.00
$2,400.00
$3,600.00
$3,600.00
$1,800.00

1

5

$900.00

$4,500.00

1

5

$900.00

$4,500.00
$267.00
$1,500.00

Reimbursable (mileage,
postage, photocopies,
etc .. )

TOTALS

15

49
$47,467.00
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Projected Total Permitting Costs to the State

Based on data from previous years and the upsizing required for new stream crossings, it
can be estimated that the number of PBR and Individual permit applications will increase if
the rule is passed in its current form. As a point of reference in 2009, MDOT processed or
reviewed the following activities:
Table 1.5

Permit Type
NRPA- Exempt
NRPA-PBR
NRPA - Individual

Projects
169
62
53

CONCLUSIONS

The information contained in this report provides a limited basis for assessing the financial
impact of LD 1725 on stream crossings in the state of Maine. This limited scope is largely
due to the vast number of stream crossing within the state for which no quantitative
information is currently available. To fully evaluate the scope and scale of the impact that
LD 1725 would have on the practice of culvert replacement in the state would require an
extensive data collection effort to establish a statewide stream crossing inventory.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife, MaineDOT, Maine DEP and numerous non-profits are currently
in the process of surveying streams and stream crossings across the state and a great deal
of information has already been collected to date. Unfortunately, the data collection
process varies from organization to organization and many of the surveys are not collecting
information that is critical to determining structure width or have collected the data using
incompatible or non-standard methods. Maine should develop a uniform, comprehensive
methodology to inventory, inspect and evaluate stream crossings. The resulting database
would provide useful information for establishing appropriate replacement budgets,
prioritizing replacements, analyzing structure lifespan, and modeling climate change
impact.
The statewide cost estimate of$230 - $474 million addresses only the additional pipe
material costs which will be incurred for the projected culvert upsizing; the total overall
statewide cost impact of LD1725 will ultimately include construction, engineering,
permitting and other related costs. When combined these costs could be more than 50%
higher than the estimated additional cost of pipe material. Although the total overall costs
will be spread out over the course of roughly 20 years as existing stream crossings are
replaced. Maine municipalities and agencies such as the Maine Department of
Transportation will face the substantial annual financial requirements of the proposed rule
without an established source of funding.
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Although it was beyond the scope of this report to provide a full cost benefit analysis, it is
important to point out that there are potential benefits to be gained from upsizing stream
crossings to meet the 1.2x bankfull requirements. These benefits include but are not
limited to:
Accommodation of increased flows resulting from climate change.
Reduced maintenance due to increased width - diminished risk of plugging.
Reduced scouring and storm related damage.
Reduced rate of corrosion for metal pipes.
Reduction in vehicle-wildlife collisions.
Adds value to Maine's natural resource based economy.
Sport fishing
Commercial Fishing
• Eco Tourism
• Habitat Creation/Restoration

At this date the language contained in LO 1725 is being refined. MOOT is conducting
further analysis on design year storm and culvert sizing formulas that will likely be
included in the rule language and which could significantly reduce upsizing costs.
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